Coffee and Conflict in Colombia, CHARLES W. BERGQUIST "A masterly study of both the rise of a coffeeexporting economy, responding to world demand, and the internal repercussions of that development. "Colombia's coffee boom, from the mid-1 880s, which marked the country's economic integration into the world market, had, as the author succinctly demonstrates, crucial internal ramifications in the creation of political interest groups which successfully challenged a traditional p oli tic al system, leading to a consensus of interest within the governing elite and enabling Colombia to move from sterile and violent conflict within the oligarchy to comparative peace and stability between its different factions. The fact that Colombian coffee-production, cashing in on a world boom, was widely dispersed, with medium and small-sized producers predominant, goes a long way, in the author's argument, to explaining the comparative stability of Colombian political and social life in the twentieth century. This bald statement hardly does justice to Dr. Bergquist's detailed narrative and reasoned argument: his book, however, is probably the most significant work on modern Colombia to appearin two decades."
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Presenting a wealth of original and exciting material, the contributions of a long roster of pre-Marxist economists are examined with a penetrating knowledge of their personal histories as well as a deep awareness of the times in which they lived. Professor Anikin writes not only scientifically, but with elegance and charm. Among his dramatis personae are Saint-Simon, Boisguillebert, Turgot, Fournier, Quesnay, Franklin, List, Petty, Owen, Smith, and Ricardo. $3.50 Paperback.
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